Declaration of HISTORY MINOR

Name:

Student N #: 

Anticipated Graduation Date (ex: Spring 2018):

Other Major(s) / Minor(s):

School in which you are registered:

E-mail Address:

Phone number:

Did you plan to become a history major before you started at NYU?

If not, why did you decide to minor in history? (e.g. was it a CORE course you took? a First-Year Seminar? a regular history course? Peers who encouraged your interest? Or some other factor?) Please be specific!

Note for students from other schools (Tisch, Stern, Steinhardt, etc): If CAS is not the primary school in which you are registered, you will need to fill out your home school’s Declaration form as well as this form. The History Undergraduate Advisor can assist you with this process. If you are currently in LS, you cannot be declared until you officially transfer into CAS.